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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The subject of invention is an apparatus for multimodal analysis of allergic reactions in skin tests and a method
of multispectral imaging of allergic reactions during the type I and the type IV allergic reactions induced by application
of allergenic substances in skin allergy Prick tests and Patch tests.

Background art

[0002] According to the World Health Organization (WHO), allergy ranks third on the list of the most common chronic
diseases and is considered one of so-called lifestyle diseases, the elimination of which is currently an international
priority both for health care institutions and individual governments. The WHO described the 21st century as the age of
allergy epidemic (WHO: White Book on Allergy, 2011-2012). WHO experts estimate that the number of population
members suffering from allergy increases annually by 0.5 to 2.5%. As far as new incidences are concerned, none of the
other lifestyle diseases is growing at such a rate. Precise instrumental diagnosis in form of allergic tests is the first step
to effective treatment. It is a challenge to provide patients with easy access to diagnostics as well as to adapt diagnostic
tools in order to automate and standardize the test procedure. The World Allergy Organization (WAO) recognizes skin
allergy tests as a gold standard for allergy diagnosis, recommends using them as a reference method that replicate the
factual allergic reactivity of the patient’s body to tested allergenic substances.
[0003] In clinical practice, two different types of skin allergy tests are currently used:

- Prick tests in different variants, comprising superficial puncturing of the patient’s skin and application of tested
allergenic substances (allergens); these tests are used to examine type I allergic reaction (immediate hypersensi-
tivity), mainly to inhalant and food allergens;

- Patch tests comprising application of tested substances (haptens) directly on undamaged skin using a special patch
worn by the patient wears for at least 48 hours; these tests are used to determine a type IV allergic reaction (delayed
hypersensitivity), occurring during allergic contact dermatitis, including occupational allergies of various types.

[0004] A problem common for both types of skin tests is the reading method, since both Prick and Patch tests are
currently evaluated by a physician exclusively on the basis of symptoms visible at the skin surface and employing visual
assessment technique by means of a simple ruler with a millimeter scale. In case of Prick tests, the reading involves
measuring the size allergic weal and comparing it to the weal size at the histamine control area (exposed to histamine
hydrochloride) as well as measuring the size of allergic erythema, and subsequently the results are marked on different
variants of the point-based grading scale. In case of Patch tests, in addition to assessing the presence of allergic
erythema, a physician also assesses the presence of non-specific symptoms in form of papules and/or vesicles appearing
at the site of application of the test substance, with the results being also marked on a point-based grading scale.
[0005] The method of visual reading of skin tests, both Prick and Patch tests, based on non-specific skin symptoms
observed by a physician, does not ensure repeatability of readings, and therefore does not provide the necessary
standardization and does not meet the criteria of evidence-based-medicine (EBM), requiring so-called markers, deter-
mined on the basis of measurable biochemical or biophysical quantitative indicators, for subsequent evaluation. Visual
method is an author technique, affected by an unknown level of false positive and false negative readings.
[0006] From WO 2016/064795 A1 a device for skin test reading is known, provided with a housing and with a short-
wave infrared detector (SWIR). The SWIR detector can be provided with a lens allowing to record an image of the
patient’s skin test area and is configured to detect skin lesions (vesicles, pustules) in this test area following topical
application of an allergen.
[0007] WO 2016/096591 A1 describes a method of allergy detection in a patient during a skin test, said method
comprising: recording two sets of radiation intensity values in a spatial layout over the area of patient’s skin where the
allergen was applied - for visible and infrared radiation, followed by generating two corresponding sets of spatial distri-
bution of pulse wave amplitudes in a photoplethysmogram (PPG), comparing them with each other and with the test
skin area, and determination on this basis whether the patient is showing an allergic reaction to the tested allergen.
[0008] WO2014182932 A1 discloses a method of testing specificity and intensity of an allergic reaction by puncturing
the patient’s skin with a system of microneedles containing multiple epitopes, followed by determining the skin reaction
to these allergens. The reaction is measured by means of a thermal imaging camera, and analysis and selection of a
possible therapy is performed based on these results.
[0009] US 2012253224 A1 describes an apparatus for performing skin allergy tests, provided with a housing having
a hole marking the tested area over the patient’s skin and a camera to record the tested area image, a light-emitting
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element, a device attaching the apparatus to the patient’s arm and an image processing controller.
[0010] US 20170007170 A1 describes a device for performing skin allergy tests, comprising an adhesive carrier strip
affixable to the skin, which on its underside is provided with microneedles for introducing the allergen into punctures.
The analysis is based on an image comparison of the patient’s skin surface area before and after the application of the
strap, followed by an electronic analysis of both images.
[0011] Further, WO 2013116316 A1 discloses a hyperspectral imaging system with at least one hyperspectral imaging
unit containing: lenses for directing diffused light, reflected light or light passing through the tested object to a hyperspectral
filter system separating the light into discrete spectral bands; a sensor recording this radiation and generating appropriate
electrical signals corresponding to the tested object; and at least one processor to determine biological parameters
based on the data coming from the hyperspectral image.
[0012] WO 2014140215 A1 describes methods and apparatus for measuring the size of vesicles and detecting allergies
in three-dimensional representations of forearms’ area. The apparatus performs a three-dimensional scan of an arm
with vesicles, and as a result of digital processing, a three-dimensional representation of particular vesicle is obtained,
forming the basis for diagnosing of an allergic reaction.
[0013] US 20040176701 A1 discloses a device for testing type IV allergic reactions, using comparative measurement
of the laser beam scattered by blood cells found in blood vessels of a skin area not exposed to the allergen and of the
exposed area.
[0014] PL 410688 A1 is related to a contact thermo-optical system and its use for non-invasive imaging of the size of
histamine-induced subcutaneous hyperthermal reaction in a skin allergic reaction. The operation of the system is based
on registering color changes of a thermo-optical system based on liquid crystalline mixtures changing conformation in
response to local hyperthermia triggered by an allergic reaction. Liquid crystalline contact thermography described in
this document is a thermal imaging technique, but unlike other solutions based on remote (emission) thermal imaging
using an infrared thermal imaging camera, it allows for lossless representation of an allergic hyperthermic reaction on
the skin surface at a scale of 1:1.
[0015] Further, US 2018014734 A1 describes a device for the analysis of human tissue, in particular skin, in terms of
heat transfer (including thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, thermal capacity). The device includes elements sup-
plying heat to a tissue and detectors recording the spatial and temporal distribution of physiological parameters or
physical properties of the tissue influenced by heat. This information may be correlated with the rate and/or direction of
blood flow, presence of vascular occlusion, circulatory changes associated with inflammatory reactions, level of hydration
and other physiological parameters.
[0016] US 2010121200 A1 discloses a device designed to support the diagnosis of pathophysiological tissue changes,
in particular burns, using thermal imaging devices, vascular scintigraphy techniques or laser Doppler flowmetry to highlight
local changes in blood flow.
[0017] US 2012078113 A1 discloses an apparatus for multimodal imaging and analysis of biophysical parameters of
allergic skin reactions containing an infrared thermal imaging camera operating in the electromagnetic wavelength range
from 760 nm to 100 mm, a stationary camera with a CCD or CMOS photosensitive matrix, operating in visible light
spectrum within the electromagnetic wavelength range from 380 nm to 780 nm, a Doppler sensor for transdermal laser
Doppler flowmetry and spacer,
[0018] Further, US 2015198797 A1 describes an optical medical device comprising a white light image sensor and
optical system configured to image a body area of interest, a coherent light source for illuminating said body area of
interest with wavelength of 760-810 nm, an optical coherence imaging image sensor detecting the fluctuations of the
backscattered light near the illumination wavelength from at least part of said illuminated body area of interest, a fluo-
rescence image sensor to detect the fluorescence signal at higher wavelength than the illumination wavelength from at
least part of said illuminated body area of interest, all previous items being included in a single movable unit which
furthermore comprises a processing unit to calculate perfusion map from the OCI image sensor using LDI or LSI algo-
rithms, wherein said white light image sensor, said OCI image sensor and said fluorescence image sensor, at least
partially, use a common optical path.
[0019] The article of X. Justo ET AL: "Prick test: evolution towards automated reading", ALLERGY, vol. 71, no. 8, 21
April 2016 (201 6-04-21), pages 1095-1102, XP055605144, describes a prick test as the one of the most common
medical methods for diagnosing allergies, and provides an overview of current allergy analysis techniques including 3D
image sensors.
[0020] US 2015054922 A1 discloses a rotating optical 3D scanner for medical purposes comprising a camera, a light
source for generating a probe light incorporating a spatial pattern, an optical system for transmitting the probe light
towards the object and for transmitting at least a part of the light returned from the object to the camera, a focus element
within the optical system for varying a position of a focus plane of the spatial pattern on the object, unit for obtaining at
least one image from said array of sensor elements, unit for evaluating a correlation measure at each focus plane position
between at least one image pixel and a weight function, a processor for determining the in-focus position(s) of each of
a plurality of image pixels for a range of focus plane positions, or each of a plurality of groups of image pixels for a range
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of focus plane positions, and transforming in-focus data into 3D real world coordinates.
[0021] US 2017035344 A1 relates to an allergy detection systems using thermal face measurements, including a
frame with a thermal imaging camera mounted on the patient’s head less than 10 cm from the patient’s face and configured
to record a thermal image of at least part of the patient’s nose, which after digital processing forms the basis for determining
the size of allergic reaction.
[0022] Moreover, US 4819657 B1 relates to an automatic allergy detection system containing an electrode provided
with an electronic system and a device for transdermal delivery of allergens to the patient’s body. The electrode is also
provided with a temperature sensor to measure the temperature of the skin area adjacent to the allergen administration
site. The measurement is carried out every 30 seconds for a period of 15 minutes and the results are presented to a
physician in a graphical form.
[0023] US 20040019269 A1 discloses a method for early detection of inflammation and infection in animals using
infrared thermography.
[0024] Finally, US 2008269635 A1 describes an allergy testing system featuring a microneedle puncture system,
capsules containing allergens to be administered into the punctures, and an imaging system with sensors to determine
the topographic profile of the allergic reaction at the puncturing site.
[0025] Development of imaging techniques, including thermal imaging using cameras operating in various infrared
bands, allows for revealing specific thermal signatures appearing in the skin tissue as a result of a developing allergic
reaction in response to administered allergens or haptens (test substances). The key technical problem is the relatively
low geometric or spatial resolution of used cameras, resulting in difficulties in precise, topographical identification of a
particular allergen’s application site on a thermal image. An additional problem in Patch tests is constituted by the
presence of different types of skin symptoms in form of papules and vesicles formed as a result of an allergic reaction,
since for physicians they constitute a fundamental differentiating variable of strong positive reaction from a negative
one. In the infrared imaging of a hyperthermic allergic reaction in Patch tests, such a difference in reaction intensity also
should be adequately reflected, which requires visualization of a much denser map of epidermal distribution of isotherms
over the skin area, especially when digital zooming is applied. The problem with reliability of measurements and the
resolution of thermal imaging cameras at the skin level, arises from too wide temperature range of infrared cameras,
covering more than 100°C, and with average measurement error of approximately 6 2%, that causes possible erroneous
result at the level of approximately +/- 2°C, which is more than the absolute value of allergic hyperthermia. Moreover,
the technical limitations of the cameras, despite their nominal parameters, are such that at microbolometer matrix
resolution of approximately 320x240 pixels and thermal resolution of 0.05°C, when the camera (here: e.g. FLIR A325
camera) detecting infrared radiation having a wavelength of 7.5-13.0 mm and having a field of view (FOV) of 25°x19°,
the instantaneous field of view (iFOV) being 1.36 mrad results in the fact, that at a distance of 1 m from the skin’s surface
each analytical pixel is as large as 1.36 mm, and an area recommended for thermal analysis is at least 3x3 pixels, which
means that the smallest analytical area at the distance of 1 m is as big as 4.08 x 4.08 mm, which is far too large for
allergic skin tests purposes, particularly for Patch tests, where the size of the entire single test area is only 10x10 mm.
[0026] These restrictions do not eliminate infrared cameras from medical applications, but to make them provide
correct imaging of the scale of the allergic skin response, it is necessary to combine them with additional scanning
instruments, to confirm - using other methods - the initial thermal imaging identification of the tested area where the
allergic reaction occurred.
[0027] To conclude, using an infrared camera highlights anomalies occurring in the course of allergy tests (Dencheva
M. et al.; Thermovision in dental allergology, Journ. of IMAB - Annual Proceeding, vol. 20, issue 3, 2014), which appear
in form of specific hyperthermal signatures, but does not allow to obtain diagnostic certainty due to technical limitations,
in particular because of insufficient thermo-optical and spatial resolution of the cameras, which do not allow to reliably
distinguish hyperthermia epicenters, i.e. a physical location of application sites of a specific allergenic substance on
thermogram.
[0028] Infrared examination with thermal imaging camera requires simultaneous confirmation by another technique -
laser Doppler flowmetry (J. Serup J., Staberg B., Quantification of Weal Reactions with Laser Doppler Flowmetry -
Comparative Blood Flow Measurements of the Oedematous Centre and the Perilesional Flare of Skin-Prick Histamine
Weals, Allergy Europ. Journ. of Allergy and Clinic. Immunology, Vol. 40, Issue 4, 1985) so as to record the image of
sites of locally increased blood flow in dilated vessels of skin microcirculation as a result of released histamine in the
sites of positive skin test results, as well as by an optical method - scattering, to identify skin lesions distinguishable, in
form of erythema, papules and vesicles, when compared to unchanged skin not affected by allergic reaction.
[0029] Use of laser Doppler flowmetry aimed to visualize subepidermal sites of allergic reaction characterized by
increased local blood flow through dilated microvessels of subpapillary plexuses, is associated almost exclusively with
experimental and scientific research. This technique cannot be used as an autonomous method of clinical evaluation of
the allergic skin reaction, because it represents only one vascular component of this reaction through the post-histamine
effect and requires an additional technique to verify flowmetry by using the same pathophysiological mechanism. The
method of laser Doppler flowmetry by definition does not illustrate the complex of phenomena accompanying the skin
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allergic reaction, and accordingly provides only fragmentary information on the course of skin allergy tests.
[0030] Use of instrumental optical methods to evaluate the skin reaction to application of allergens/haptens is ineffective
due the same problems as in case of the visual assessment method, because it is based on the analysis of skin symptoms
rather than of specific biomarkers. Optical methods focusing on increasing the contrast around the reaction site and
isolation of skin anomalies in form of epidermal erythema proved to be insufficient (S. Astner et al., Pilot study on the
sensitivity and specificity of in vivo reflectance confocal microscopy in the diagnosis of allergic contact dermatitis; Journal
of the American Academy of Dermatology, Vol. 3, Issue 6, Dec. 2005; 986-992) and failed as an autonomous tool for
comprehensive assessment of allergic skin reaction. However, they have the analytical potential to differentiate the
status of the skin affected by an allergic reaction from unchanged areas, but not by increasing the contrast of the epidermal
response or optical enlargement of the skin eruptions, but rather by objective reflectometric analysis of the reflection/ab-
sorption coefficients of visible light by healthy skin areas and those changed during the tests, which is particularly
important for Patch tests, where, in addition to erythema, it is essential to take into account the formed papules and/or
vesicles, which in the biophysical sense constitute an area with different optical characteristics (reflection and absorption
in the electromagnetic spectrum width range of 380-700 nm).
[0031] Up till now, none of the abovementioned methods of analysis of skin condition aimed to evaluate test allergic
reaction has proven autonomously to show clinically confirmed efficiency at a level sufficient to be employed as a single
technique for automatic reading of the allergy skin tests in both Prick and Patch tests. The essential novelty adopted in
the apparatus according to the invention is the use of hybrid, multispectral imaging allowing to obtain technical redundancy
necessary for objective evaluation of the results of infrared skin imaging at the allergy tests areas by combining epidermal
thermal imaging with Laser Doppler Flowmetry, in order to confirm the dilation of skin microcirculation vessels induced
by the activation of H1 histamine receptors during a type I allergic reaction, and, in the very same device, a combination
of epidermal thermal imaging and epidermal reflectometry to confirm skin lesions in form of erythema, papules or vesicles
caused by a type IV test allergic reaction.

Summary of the invention

[0032] The apparatus according to the invention allows for a spectacular improvement of the accuracy and, at the
same time the reading reliability of allergy skin tests reproducing both the type I allergic reaction (immediate hypersen-
sitivity) and type IV allergic reaction (delayed hypersensitivity) by introducing multispectral imaging available through a
new and unique combination - within one device - of three digital imaging techniques designed not only to analyse the
skin surface, but also the structures located deeper, up to approximately 2000 mm in order to identify: (a) thermal
anomalies, so-called hyperthermal allergic reaction, (b) skin surface anomalies appearing as so-called epidermal reaction
in Patch tests in form of erythema, papules, vesicles and swelling, (c) anomalies located in the deeper layer of the skin
in form of dilatation of microvessels of subpapillary plexuses.
[0033] As a result of research it was found that the combination of three different techniques: thermal imaging, laser
Doppler flowmetry and optical refractometry make it possible to obtain a complete picture of the skin allergic reaction
both in Prick and Patch tests.
[0034] The object of the invention is an apparatus for multimodal imaging and analysis of biophysical parameters of
allergic skin reactions in skin allergy Prick and Patch tests, having a hybrid structure, combining, in a housing open from
the bottom, a recording system containing an infrared thermal imaging camera operating and a stationary camera with
a CCD or CMOS photosensitive matrix, operating in visible light spectrum (within the electromagnetic wavelength range
from 380 nm to 780 nm). The apparatus according to the invention further has a rotating tube comprising a three-
dimensional optical scanner (3D) and a vertically retractable Doppler sensor for transdermal laser Doppler flowmetry.
The housing includes also heating and cooling system. The apparatus is also provided with a spacer forming an insulating
chamber, which provides a stable environment for conducting thermal imaging examination, and a calibration system
in form of a stabilized black thermocouple. The spacer in form of a ring or prism with no upper and lower base, and
provided with ventilation slots in its side walls is releasably connected to the lower edge of the housing, defining an
enclosed space between the housing and the tested skin area, which in turn is defined by a hole in the lower part of the
spacer (and more specifically - defined by bottom edges of the spacer). The stationary camera and the thermal imaging
camera and the vertically retractable Doppler sensor are mounted directly in the housing, in the central position, which
is located directly above the examination field (above the tested skin area). In the lower part of the housing containing
the thermal imaging camera, the stationary camera and the Doppler sensor, a rotating tube is provided, driven by a
stepper motor, open from both the top and the bottom, with the built-in 3D optical scanner system containing a pattern
projector with LED light source, a vertical pattern projection grid and an optoelectronic recorder equipped with a full-
spectral digital camera operating in the wavelength range from 300 nm to 1000 nm, whereby both the pattern projector
and the recorder are mounted in one plane, inclined with respect to the lower opening of the rotating tube, and the tube
itself is arranged on a circular frame allowing circular motions in a plane perpendicular to the optical axis of the thermal
imaging camera.
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[0035] Preferably, the thermal imaging camera system contains at least one or multiple interconnected sensors, giving
in total an even number of thermal detectors, preferably uncooled microbolometers matrices, with a native resolution of
the thermocouple matrix of at least 640x480.
[0036] In another preferable embodiment of the apparatus according to the invention,
the thermal imaging camera system (2) is integrated with an optical system consisting of a single or a multi-lens objective
with viewing angles of at least 60°x45° providing the pixel size on the skin projected onto the camera matrix not smaller
than 0.15x0.15 mm (IFOV - Instantaneous Field of View), and the size of the analytical field consisting of 3x3 pixels not
larger than 0.5 mm (MFOV - Measurement Field of View).
[0037] Preferably, the thermal imaging camera system (2) is adapted to measure the temperature of tested skin on
an area not smaller than 60x150 mm at a distance not exceeding 100 mm.
[0038] Preferably, the thermal imaging camera system is provided with an artificial skin master sample setting the
emissivity ε of the artificial skin at a level not lower than 0.98, and allowing for setting of the temperature reference point
to any value for the temperature range recorded by the thermal imaging camera, but within a range not smaller than
0°C to 100°C.
[0039] Preferably, the calibration system imitating artificial skin, with adjustable temperature and known emissivity (ε)
close to a value not lower than 0.98 and preferably close to 1, is mounted on the lower edge, at the inner side of the
spacer, within the field of view of the thermal imaging camera and consists of a stabilized heating thermocouple made
of resistance material with an electronic temperature regulator operating in a feedback loop with a temperature sensor
in form of a thermoresistor, a thermistor or a thermoelectric sensor (thermocouple) allowing precise setting of the tem-
perature point to which the calibration system heats up in respect to the temperature range recorded by the thermal
imaging camera.
[0040] Preferably, the calibration system imitating artificial skin, with adjustable temperature and a known emissivity
(ε) close to 1, is covered with black colour, obtained by using a black pigment, including the one containing micronized
carbon or covered with commercially available nanoparticles, e.g. Vantablack supplied by Surrey Nanosystems, having
absorption properties for electromagnetic radiation close to a perfectly black body.
[0041] Preferably, the spacer is made of plastic, preferably transparent, which allows to illuminate the edges that come
into contact with the skin, based on the principle of an optical fiber.
[0042] Preferably, the Doppler sensor is equipped with a semiconductor laser producing monochromatic light of the
wavelength being at least 560 nm, preferably 780 nm, and having sampling frequency from 10Hz to 19 kHz, at two bands
and with separation of optical fiber channels of at least 46 mm.
[0043] Preferably, the stationary camera contains at least one photodetecting matrix with a native resolution of at least
640x480 pixels, selected from CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor) or CCD (Charged-Coupled Device)
matrices.
[0044] Preferably, the LED (Light Emitting Diode) light source of the 3D scanner pattern projector emits consistent
monochromatic radiation in the wavelength range of 380 nm to 780 nm, preferably 415 nm.
[0045] Preferably, the heating and cooling system of the apparatus is provided with a directional nozzle to control the
air stream in the tested skin area.
[0046] Preferably, the spacer is also a chamber for stabilizing the thermal conditions of measurements performed by
means of the thermal imaging camera, by closing ambient air inflow to the tested skin surface and directing air from the
heating and cooling system directly to the tested skin surface.
[0047] The apparatus according to the invention allows for a spectacular improvement of the accuracy and, at the
same time the reading reliability of allergy skin tests reproducing both the type I allergic reaction (immediate hypersen-
sitivity) and the type IV allergic reaction (delayed hypersensitivity) by introducing multispectral imaging available through
a new and unique combination - within one device - of three digital imaging techniques designed not only to analyse the
skin surface, but also the structures located deeper, up to approximately 2000 mm in order to identify: (a) thermal
anomalies, so-called hyperthermal allergic reaction, (b) skin surface anomalies appearing as so-called epidermal reaction
in Patch tests in form of erythema, papules, vesicles and swelling, and (c) anomalies located in the deeper layer of the
skin in form of dilatation of microvessels of subpapillary plexuses in Prick tests in the type I reaction.
[0048] The multimodal imaging apparatus according to the invention provides an innovative solution to the above-
mentioned problems resulting from using single-mode solutions, including parametric limitations of thermal imaging
cameras for medical applications in allergology, as an instrument for qualitative and quantitative analysis of hyperthermic
allergic reactions induced by the skin tests, in both variants: Prick tests and Patch tests, however, the anticipated
objectivity will be achieved only in combination with (a) laser Doppler flowmetry, which allows for confirming hyperthermia
specifically in the Prick tests, and more precisely, its vascular component, by measuring the increased blood-flow in
histamine-diluted skin vessels of subpapillary plexuses, and in combination with (b) optical reflectometry of the skin
surface in the visible light range, specifically in Patch tests, it additionally allows to precisely identify skin symptoms in
form of erythema, vesicles and papules. Accordingly, the apparatus according to the invention jointly generates correlated
biophysical data associating: (a) the temperature dimension of allergic hyperthermia, expressed in degrees [°C/F], with
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the volume of capillary flow, expressed in flow units [PU] in the microvessels of the subpapillary layer plexuses, which
are dilated as a result interaction between histamine released from activated mast cells the type I allergic reaction during
Prick tests and endothelial receptors H1, as well as (b) the temperature dimension of allergic hyperthermia, expressed
in degrees [°C/F], with reflectance parameters [°] measured at the affected skin areas where the type IV allergic reaction
occurred in Patch tests.
[0049] The solution according to the invention is based on the properties of biophysical model of absorption and
reflection of diffused light on the surface of skin affected by the allergic reaction, describing the optical characteristics
of the occurring phenomena at the photon diffusion level, justifying the use of this model in the construction concept of
the optical detector itself, which subsequently, at both hardware and software level, enables objective separation of the
area of epidermal anomalies, including allergic erythema highly correlated with hyperthermia, and then precise quanti-
tative representation thereof.
[0050] The apparatus according to the invention uses an optoelectronic module constituting the dedicated thermal
imaging camera operating in the infrared spectrum (defined as: near - 760-4000 nm, mid - 4000-14000 nm and far -
14000-100 mm) for imaging the thermogenic effect occurring in skin tissue as a result of an allergic reaction induced by
applied skin test. The area of epidermally registered subepidermal hyperthermia corresponds topographically to the
area where the applied allergen/hapten triggered the allergic reaction accompanied by the hyperthermic reaction, as a
result of individual hypersensitivity. The biophysical description of the tissue heat transfer phenomenon forms the the-
oretical basis for the analytical model allowing to identify the skin areas where the applied allergen triggered a cascade
of pathological processes resulting in a significant local increase of skin temperature with an epicenter in the subpapillary
layer.
[0051] In the optimized biophysical model of heat transfer in the skin tissue, the skin is treated as a multi-layer system
comprising an epidermis Ω1 having non-zero thickness L1-L0, a dermis Ω2 of non-zero thickness L2-L1 and a subcutaneous
layer, considered a quasi-homogenic structure Ω3 of non-zero thickness L3-L2, where the thermodynamic parameters
of these layers are defined as follows: λe [W/mK] (heat conductivity), and ce [J/m3K] (specific heat per unit, e = 1, 2, 3).
The instantaneous biothermal flow in the skin area is described by the following set of equations:

wherein
ke = Ge cB, and Ge [(m3 blood/s)/(m3 tissue)] is blood/s)/(m3 of tissue)] is the blood perfusion index, cB [J/(m3K)] is the
specific capillary blood volume heat, TB is the arterial blood temperature and Qme [W/m3] is the metabolic heat source,
whereby for the epidermal layer (e =1) G1=0 and Qm1=0. The set of equations shall be supplemented by the following
boundary conditions:

- at the contact surface between the different skin layers considered (e=1, 2): 

- at the standard assumed internal limitations defining the set: 

- at the skin surface: 

where a [W/m2K] is the equivalent heat flow rate, Ta is the ambient temperature. The model assumes that the distribution
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of initial temperatures is known: 

[0052] Preferably, in order to implement the model for algorithmic analysis in the apparatus according to the invention
it is beneficial to use the boundary element method, which for the presented equations and transition states t f - 1 → t f
leads to specific formulae for subsequent skin layers, however, the analytical algorithm is not the subject of this application.
The thermodynamic model reflects well the phenomenon of bioheat transport through conduction in the skin tissue well,
however, it should be noted that recording of epidermal temperature distribution in the allergic reaction induced by the
tests concerns the heat flow within the spatial structure of the tissue, the depth (z) of which does not exceed 2.5-2.8
mm, hence the thermal imaging encounters no significant barriers resulting in misleading readings.
[0053] In the apparatus according to the invention the registered thermal signatures of local allergic reaction constitute
a common factor, but only one of the two analytical factors to be considered in assessment of the results of both Prick
and Patch tests. In order to make a complete assessment, it is necessary to use two additional instruments in association
with thermal imaging, based on different examination techniques, and confirming the presence of thermal anomalies
statistically related to a positive skin allergic reaction.
[0054] The first of these instruments is a laser Doppler flowmeter using a low power semiconductor laser emitting a
coherent monochromatic light beam of a wavelength in the range optimally from 630 to 780 nm. It plays a confirmatory
role in the multimodal allergy imaging system, by identifying increased local blood flow in the vessels of subpapillary
layer plexuses, which allows to confirm the origin of the epidermal hyperthermia recorded with the thermal imaging
camera, directly resulting from histamine activation of the H1 receptors, leading to dilatation of capillary vessels and is
correlated with a positive result of Prick tests.
[0055] The second instrument coupled with the thermal imaging camera in the apparatus according to the invention
is a 3D skin scanner used for reflectometric measurements. Optical reflectometry in the visible light spectrum wavelength
range 380-780 nm, enabling scanning the skin surface and identification of specific eruptions such as allergic erythema,
vesicles and/or papules formed during the type IV allergic skin reaction as a result of Patch tests, and is intended to
confirm the hyperthermia recorded by the thermal imaging camera in the same tested skin area, which is the first indicator
of a positive reaction to applied haptens. The essence of the verification of hyperthermia registered by means of the
reflectometric method is to confirm the presence of objective differences in light reflection coefficients in case of a healthy
skin and that affected by an allergic reaction, where the anomalies mentioned above occur in form of erythema, papules
and/or vesicles, currently assessed in the clinical practice as epidermal symptoms of hypersensitivity inducing the type
IV allergic reaction in the test site.
[0056] Since in the examining process of biological samples the phenomena of absorption and reflection occur simul-
taneously, from the hardware perspective and, above all, the measurement perspective (for the purpose of objectivization
of the later reading of the allergic reaction area) the priority is to determine the intensity of the reflected beam, which
depends on the specific properties of the skin surface.
[0057] From the point of view of the biophysical model, when a beam of collimated monochromatic light is reflected
by a moving object, in this case the flowing morphotic blood elements, mainly red blood cells, a frequency shift occurs
depending on the velocity vector of the moving object, the direction of the incident beam and the direction of the reflected
beam. If ki describes the beam propagation vector (rad/m) for the incident photon and hitting the scattering particle
moving at velocity v (m/s), and ks defines the photon propagation vector reflected from the structure, then the angular
shift of frequency βD (rad/s) will be described by the relationship:

 , where λ is the wavelength (m) for the photon in
the surrounding medium, Θ is the angle of diffusion between ki and ks, α is the angle between vector v and the diffusion
plane, and ϕ is the angle between the projection of vector v in the diffusion plane a(ki-ks). The difference between ki and
ks is defined as the scattering vector q.
[0058] Since laser Doppler flowmeter has a very small sampling volume, it becomes sensitive to even minimal spatial
changes resulting from perfusion values, and de facto from the flow of capillary blood, and from the optical properties
of the tissue. The signal obtained for a specific perfusion at one test site on the same skin test area can change significantly
if the measurement site is changed which can be a problem when analyzing the flow within individual points of allergen
application. The variability of flow readings may also be characterized by a significant heterogeneity caused by an uneven
concentration of blood vessels in the subpapillary layer, to such an extent that the flow signal may differ by approximately
one order of magnitude for measuring positions spaced 2.5 mm apart.
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[0059] The apparatus according to the invention is an innovative hybrid combination of different imaging methods for
one pathophysiological condition, i.e. a skin allergic reaction, and furthermore it is adapted to two different variants of
allergic reactions: the type I and the type IV. The apparatus according to the invention allows to obtain complementary
biophysical data, forming the basis to develop a complex index describing the presence of a positive allergic reaction
in both types of skin tests: Prick tests and Patch tests, both in qualitative and quantitative aspect thereof.
[0060] The apparatus according to the invention allows to objectively measure the allergic reaction in skin tests using
biophysical, rather than biochemical, skin markers of the allergic reaction, of both type I and type IV, measurable by
instrumental methods.
[0061] Biophysical markers allow in turn for a repeatable and highly standardized multidirectional assessment of the
immune response of the skin to the application of test allergens/haptens, which until now was impossible; in particular
it was not possible to compare the results of tests performed in different centers, but also at different times in the same
center.
[0062] The essence of the invention comes down to the innovative use of knowledge about pathophysiological mech-
anisms accompanying the type I and type IV skin allergic reaction, to produce a hybrid hardware solution meeting the
requirements of modern evidence-based medicine (EBM), rather than based exclusively on the individual experience
of a physician, which results in significant differences in the accuracy of assessment of the results of skin allergic tests.
[0063] The apparatus according to the invention comes down to the construction of a hybrid analyzer combining in a
common housing various experimental non-invasive imaging techniques previously known and used separately in al-
lergology, although in terms of unique functional features, it goes far beyond the mere sum of the functionality of the
component instruments, because the previously obtained fragmentary measurement data using separate thermal im-
aging, laser Doppler flowmetry or optical reflectometry did not give clear results. However, their combined use required
a prior analysis of the biophysical data characteristics obtained with each of these techniques with respect to determine
the way these data will complement each other and whether measurement results will provide the confirmation and
accuracy required by the legislations on medical instruments. Confirmation of data obtained in one method is also
necessary if it does not provide a hardware solution that would holistically translate measurable parameters of a patho-
physiological process into an objective biochemical or biophysical marker. The thermal imaging method is the closest
to achieve that aim, but the thermal-optical spatial resolution of the currently used thermal imaging cameras prevents
them from being used independently as the sole and exclusive tool for the analysis of allergic skin reaction, that would
allow to obtain the required quality of thermal signatures on the surface of the tested skin reaction field.
[0064] The apparatus according to the invention provides a dramatic improvement in accuracy and at the same time
the reading reliability of the results of skin allergy tests reproducing both the type I and the type IV allergic reaction
exactly due to integrating multispectral imaging available through a new and unique combination - within one device -
of three digital imaging techniques designed not only to analyse the skin surface, but also the structures located deeper,
up to approximately 2000 mm.
[0065] A further object is also a method for hybrid imaging of three appropriately selected biophysical parameters
characterizing subepidermal allergic reaction during Prick tests, in which the tested section of patient’s skin is exposed
to allergens and histamine, and also during Patch tests, in which an allergy-inducing substance (a hapten) and an irritant
are applied to the tested skin by means of a special Patch. The method serves to conduct automatic assessment of
biophysical parameters characterizing the allergic reaction, determining in a redundant manner, whether there was a
positive allergic reaction at the site of the test application of allergens or haptens as a result of exposing the tested area
of the patient’s skin to at least one test substance, which in case of Prick tests is an allergen, and in Patch tests - a hapten.
[0066] The first component of the hybrid method is the determination of the skin field of focal hyperthermia, being a
hyperthermic allergic reaction in a skin allergic reaction in case of a positive result of Prick tests, where it is the result
of increased perfusion due to posthistamine vasodilatation of the subpapillary microplexuses, as well as Patch tests,
wherein the hyperthermia is a result of a complex immune response accompanied by a local inflammatory process with
a thermogenic effect; it has a biophysical dimension expressed in Celsius/Fahrenheit degrees.
[0067] The second component of the hybrid method is the determination of the amount of vascular flow in microplexuses
in the subpapillary layer of the skin, which is affected by histamine through activation of endothelial receptors H1, the
histamine being released in the type I skin allergic reaction as a result of Prick tests; it has a biophysical dimension
expressed in flow units [PU] correlated with the flow rate (mm/s) of the morphotic elements, the blood cells present in
the examined vessels, expressed by the dependency PU=CMBC 3 VBC, where CMBC is the concentration of the moving
morphotic blood elements, and VBC is the measured velocity of movement of the morphotic blood elements. The second
component is used to confirm the non-artifactuality of the epidermally detected allergic hyperthermia by confirming that
its source is a vascular component associated with a posthistamine effect associated with a type I reaction in Prick tests.
[0068] The third component of the hybrid method is the determination of skin lesions in form of papules and/or vesicles
and/or erythema that are formed as a result of a positive type IV skin allergic reaction in Patch tests; it has a biophysical
dimension expressed in [mm] and reflects the condition of the tested skin scanned by a 3D skin scanner.
[0069] The essence of the hybrid method for imaging the parameters of skin allergic reaction in both Prick and Patch
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tests comes down to the fact that the axis linking the three components of the hybrid method is the thermal imaging,
which allows to initially identify the presence of a positive allergic reaction to the epidermally administered test aller-
gens/haptens, thus being a common biophysical determinant (thermal marker) for both types, determining the need for
further confirmation of the result of the epidermal hyperthermia tests.
[0070] Only the combination of thermal imaging and laser Doppler flowmetry measurements can provide a compre-
hensive confirmation of a true positive result of a Prick test, eliminating both false negative and false positive results,
which is a key parameter that characterizes medical tests in terms of sensitivity and specificity.
[0071] Similarly, it is only the combination of thermal imaging and optical reflectometry measurements in the visible
light range by means of a 3D scanner that by recording the topography of the skin area covered by the test enables to
classify and identify surface skin eruptions resulting from the type IV allergic reaction and thus objectively confirm a
positive result of a Patch test, also leading to the elimination of false negative as well as false positive results.
[0072] Further, based on the superposition of the thermal imaging results with the results of transdermal laser Doppler
flowmetry or optical reflectometry using a 3D scanner, a complete hybrid result is developed, consisting of biophysical
indices from individual measurements, allowing to determine the presence and size of allergic reaction in the tested skin
area. Compilation of results obtained in individual methods is performed by a specialized computer algorithm, which is
not the subject of this application.
[0073] Preferably, it is the apparatus for multimodal imaging according to the invention that is used for the physical
implementation of the method for hybrid imaging of skin allergy reaction parameters.
[0074] Preferably, the image of isotherm distribution on the tested skin surface, which is taken by the thermal imaging
camera, is digitally imposed onto the visible image of the same tested skin area obtained with a stationary camera.
[0075] Preferably, in the method for hybrid imaging of allergic skin reaction parameters, before the patient’s skin is
exposed to at least one allergenic substance, a template is applied to the patient’s skin surface for determining the
topography of application points of at least one allergenic substance and defining the boundaries of the entire examination
area on the skin surface.
[0076] The method for hybrid imaging of the skin allergic reaction parameters, due to the combination of at least two
different measurement techniques: the thermal imaging technique and an optometric technique, being either the laser
Doppler flowmetry or the optical reflectometry technique using a 3D skin scanner, provides the required detection
reliability owing to the use of other measurement algorithms for imaging different components of the same skin allergic
reaction in both the type I allergic reaction in Prick tests and in the type IV allergic reaction in Patch tests, which guarantees
that the criteria are met for obtaining a reliable medical test result described by the Received Operating Curve (ROC),
which in clinical practice is used as a tool for determining the threshold value of a diagnostic test for which optimal
sensitivity and specificity parameters are established.
[0077] The method of hybrid imaging of skin allergic reaction parameters determines two complex indices being a
parametric combination of measurement results obtained by (a) thermal imaging and (b) laser Doppler flowmetry or (c)
optical reflectometry using a 3D skin scanner, dimensioned in arbitrary units: [PTU] for Prick tests and [PATU] for Patch
tests.
[0078] The arbitrary unit [PTU] is obtained as a logarithmic dimensionless unit, defined according to the formula:

 , where P is the size of a complex skin allergic reaction in a Prick test and P0 is a reference
size equal to 1, log10 is a decimal logarithm; the size of the complex type I skin allergic reaction is described on the scale
presented in Table 1:

Table 1

for P0 = 1 PTU 
=10

- no allergic reaction in a Prick test - negative allergic reaction;

- a mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with a mean size of an allergic bubble 
(WA) is equal to or smaller than a mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with a 
mean size of the bubble at a negative control site (CN).

for P1 = 
10

PTU 
=20

- very poor allergic reaction in a Prick test - very poor positive allergic reaction;
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[0079] The arbitrary unit [PATU] is also obtained as a logarithmic dimensionless unit, defined according to the formula:

 , where P is the size of a complex skin allergic reaction in a Patch test and P0 is a reference
size equal to 1, log10 is a decimal logarithm; the size of the complex type IV skin allergic reaction is described on the
scale presented in Table 2:

(continued)

- the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the mean size of the allergic 
bubble (WA) is greater than the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the 
mean size of the bubble at the negative control site (CN), and the mean dimension of 
hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the mean size of the allergic bubble (WA) is less than 
1/2 of the average size of a post-histamine bubble (WH) (CN < 1/2WH)

for P2 = 
100

PTU 
=30

- strong allergic reaction in a Prick test - strong positive allergic reaction;

- the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the mean size of the allergic 
bubble (WA) is greater than the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the 
mean size of the bubble at the negative control site (CN),, and the mean dimension of 
hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the mean size of the allergic bubble (WA) is at least equal 
to the mean size of a post-histamine bubble (WH) (CN =WH).

for P3 = 
1000

PTU 
=40

- very strong allergic reaction in a Prick test - very strong positive allergic reaction;

- the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the mean size of the allergic 
bubble (WA) is greater than the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the 
mean size of the bubble at the negative control site (CN),, and the mean dimension of 
hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the mean size of the allergic bubble (WA) is greater than 
the mean size of a post-histamine bubble (WH) (CN >WH).

Table 2

for P0 = 1 PATU=1 - no allergic reaction in a Patch test - negative allergic reaction;
- mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the dimension of 
epidermal lesions:
- no erythema (APE=0)
- no papules (APP=0)
- no swelling (API=0)
- no vesicles (AVV=0)
is equal to or smaller than the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated 
with the negative index of the presence of skin lesions at the negative control site 
(CN).

for P1 = 10 PATU=10 very poor allergic reaction in a Patch test - very poor positive allergic reaction;
- the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the positive index 
of the presence of skin lesions at the hapten application site (SH).
- erythema covers less than 70% of the hapten application field (APE < SH)
- few papules (APP<5/cm2)
- poor infiltration/swelling (API=1, on a scale: 1 - weak, 2 - medium, 3 - strong)
- no vesicles (APV=0)
and is greater than the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with 
the negative index of presence of epidermal lesions at the negative control site 
(CN).

for P2 = 100 PATU=20 - poor allergic reaction in a Patch test - poor positive allergic reaction;
- the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the positive index 
of the presence of skin lesions at the hapten application site (SH).
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Brief description of drawings

[0080] The invention is presented below in a preferred exemplary embodiment, with reference to the attached drawings,
on which:

fig. 1 shows a scheme of an exemplary of embodiment of the apparatus according to the invention,

fig. 2 shows a diagram of a 3D scanner being a part of the apparatus of fig. 1.

Detailed description of exemplary embodiment of the invention

[0081] The exemplary apparatus according to the invention shown in fig. 1 has a housing 19, in which three measuring
instruments are mounted next to each other and directed towards the tested area of skin 17 with a skin lesion resulting
from application of an allergen: a stationary camera 1, an infrared thermal imaging camera 2 and a Doppler sensor 4,
vertically retractable from the housing. A spacer 15, made of transparent plastic and having an opening defining the field
of the skin area 17 to be tested, is attached to the housing 19 facing the patient’s skin surface during the examination.
During measurement, the spacer 15 rests on the patient’s skin surface, ensuring that the instruments are kept at a
constant distance from the surface of the tested skin area 17. At the edge of the opening defining the field of the tested
skin area 17 the spacer 15 has a heating microelement 16 integrated with a K-type thermocouple in a feedback loop
and coated with a black pigment containing micronized carbon or nanotubes commercially available under the trade
name VantaBlack™, imitating the thermal and emission standard of artificial skin. During the measurement, the heating
microelement 16 is in contact with a fragment of the tested skin area skin 17. The housing 19 is provided with a heating
and cooling system 18, providing constant temperature in the immediate vicinity above the tested skin area 17 during
measurement. On the underside of the housing of the apparatus, above the tested skin area 17, a tube is provided in
form of a rotating ring containing a built-in 3D skin surface scanner 5. Inside the rotating ring of the 3D scanner 5 is an
optical system in form of a pattern projector 5a with a LED light source, and a recorder 5c of the 3D skin scanner with

(continued)

- erythema covers less than 50% of the hapten application field (APE< 50%SH)
- few papules (APP<5/cm2)
- poor infiltration/swelling (API=1, on a scale: 1 - weak, 2 - medium, 3 - strong)
- no vesicles (APV=0)
and is greater than the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with 
the negative index of presence of epidermal lesions at the negative control site 
(CN).

for P3 = 1000 PATU=30 - strong allergic reaction in a Patch test - strong positive allergic reaction;
- the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the positive index 
of the presence of skin lesions at the hapten application site (SH).
- erythema covers more than 75% of the hapten application field (APE>75%SH)
- papules present (APP>5/cm2)
- infiltration/swelling present (API=2, on a scale: 1 - weak, 2 - medium, 3 - strong)
- very few forming vesicles (APV>2/cm2)
and is greater than the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with 
the negative index of presence of epidermal lesions at the negative control site 
(CN).

For P4=10000 PATU=40 - very strong allergic reaction in a Patch test - very strong positive allergic reaction;
- the mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the positive index 
of the presence of skin lesions at the hapten application site (SH).
- erythema covers more than 90% of the hapten application field (APE>90%SH)
- papules present (APP>7/cm2)
- infiltration/swelling present (API=3, on a scale: 1 - weak, 2 - medium, 3 - strong)
- numerous, including overlapping vesicles (APV>5/cm2) and is greater than the 
mean dimension of hyperthermia in [°C/F] correlated with the negative index of 
presence of epidermal lesions at the negative control site (CN).
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a broadband full-spectral digital camera.
[0082] Fig. 2 shows the diagram of the rotating 3D skin surface scanner 5 forming a component of the apparatus
according to the invention shown in Fig. 1. The 3D scanner 5 is equipped with a pattern projector 5a with a LED light
source, which through a projection grid 5b directs a beam of light in the visible range from 380 to 780 nm to the tested
skin area 17. As a result of the light beam passing through the projection grid 5b having a vertical pattern, an image of
this pattern is displayed on the tested skin area 17. In case of the presence of papules or vesicles on the skin surface
or swelling accompanying the erythema associated with the type IV allergic reaction, a geometric distortion of patterns
2a takes place, so that in the image of reflected radiation registered by the camera matrix of the recorder 5c a repre-
sentation 3 is formed of distorted patterns on the tested skin area 17. Individual pixels 3a of the photosensitive matrix
of the broadband digital camera record the reflected light beam at each scanned point 2 of the tested skin surface 17.
[0083] The embodiment of the apparatus according to the invention is related to a complex module for the hybrid
comprehensive imaging of biophysical parameters accompanying the skin allergic reaction appearing in both Prick tests
and Patch tests, consists of a coupled optoelectronic system integrated in a single housing and containing the following
components:

- a thermal imaging camera 2, installed in the central (vertical) axis of a tube formed by a rotating ring at the bottom
of the housing; the camera operating in the infrared band in the range of 7.53103nm (7.5 mm) to 1.43104nm (14
mm), and provided with a dedicated optical system in form of a multi-lens objective; and

- a stationary digital camera 1, operating in the visible light spectrum having the electromagnetic wavelength range
from 380 nm to 780 nm, provided with a multi-lens objective;

- a Doppler sensor 4 with a laser operating in a band not lower than 560 nm and optimally 780 nm, with sampling
frequency from 10Hz to 19 kHz, with two optical fiber bands and at least 46 mm separation of optical fiber channels,
for transdermal laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) in the area of vascular microplexuses of the subpapillary layer of the
skin,

- a 3D skin scanner 5 consisting of a pattern projector 5a with a monochromatic coherent light source in form of a
LED diode and a vertical projection grid 5b used to display patterned images on the tested skin, and a recorder 5c
in form of a full-spectral RGB camera operating in a wide spectrum of electromagnetic waves from 300 nm to 1000
nm, in particular covering the visible light spectrum from 380 nm to 780 nm and provided with a multi-lens objective.

[0084] A stationary camera 1 operating in the visible light spectrum range is provided with a single matrix or a higher
even number of photodetection matrices of CMOS type (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor, composed of MOS-
type transistors) having a native resolution of at least 640x480 pixels, or a LIVEMOS variant, or a photodetection matrix
of the CCD type (charge-coupled device) having a native resolution of at least 640x480 pixels. From the structural aspect,
the 3D skin scanner 5 system consists of a full-spectral camera with a photodetection matrix having a native resolution
of 6400x3200 pixels constituting the recorder 5c, together with a pattern projector 5a; in an embodiment the camera 5
with the pattern projector 5a are placed in a single vertical plane, on a movable circular frame moving horizontally with
a stepper motor controlled by a computer connected to the apparatus and enabling precise control of yje camera
movement over the scanned skin area, so that it would cover the entire tested area with its own field of vision, while also
acting as a precise recorder of deformations of the patterns displayed on the skin by the projector 5a. The optical system
of the 3D skin scanner 5 is designed to provide minimum scanning parameters with a spatial resolution of at least 0.1
mm, measuring point densities from 0.01 mm to 0.61 mm with a minimum scanning size of 0.03 mm of the scanned skin
surface object.
[0085] In the embodiment of the apparatus according to the application, the movement of the full-spectral camera
used as a recorder 5c, takes place on a circular track of 6.2832 rad (360°) and is coupled with the patter projector 5a
placed in the same line but offset to ensure scanning of the entire tested skin area, with the optical axis of the camera
being initially set to 0 rad (0°).
[0086] In the embodiment a stationary camera 1 CCD was used with a single photodetector matrix having a native
resolution of 6400x3200 pixels moving in a horizontal plane on a circular frame with an angle of 6.2832 rad (360°), with
the optical axis of the camera initial setting being 0 rad (0°). The stationary camera 1 CCD is moved on this frame by
means of a stepper motor controlled by a microprocessor of a PC, to which the apparatus is connected via an USB 2.0
or higher, after starting the 3D scanning sequence of the tested skin surface.
[0087] The stationary camera 1 with a CCD matrix is placed in the housing 19 which is open from the bottom towards
the tested skin surface, providing the possibility of taking a digital photograph of the tested skin area with a minimum
size of 60x150 mm. Preferably, the inner side of the optical system housing 19, in which the lens of the CCD camera is
placed, is covered with a black anti-glare layer.
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[0088] Centrally in the axis of the tube formed by a rotary ring at the bottom of the housing 19, next to the stationary
camera 1 CCD, there is an additional thermal imaging camera 2, operating in the infrared range of electromagnetic
wavelengths from 7.5 mm to 14 mm, containing one or higher, even number of microbolometers, cooled or uncooled,
having a native resolution of at least 640x480 pixels. The thermal imaging camera 2 used in the embodiment of the
apparatus according to the invention is permanently fixed in the housing, perpendicularly to the open surface of the
housing 19 and preferably has an uncooled microbolometers with a minimum resolution of 640x480 pixels, with a multi-
lens objective providing a distance of 100 to 150 mm, minimum required viewing angles of 53°x38° and including a
rectangular measuring field of 111x157 mm and a diagonal of 192 mm, while the thermal imaging camera optics ensures
adequate geometric resolution, where the size of the minimum segment of the measuring field projected onto a single
pixel of the microbolometer is 0,33x0,33 mm (iFOV = 0,33 mm) and MFOV = 0,99 mm. These values are essential for
correct and sufficiently detailed representation of minimum temperature changes at the programmed resolution of the
thermal imaging camera 2, directly on the test surface and with maintained integrity of measurement across the entire
required test field, the dimension of which is implied by the size of a standard Patch test chamber with sides of approx.
50x140 mm, in which allergenic substances are placed and then attached to the skin, as the dimension of the test field
in Prick tests depends exclusively on the physician’s decision, who can use either a lancet of pre-determined size or
disposable lancets allowing to freely determine the limits of the test field.
[0089] If the distance from the optical center of the lens of the thermal imaging camera 2 to the test surface is greater
than approx. 150 mm, it may turn out that the actual spatial resolution of the thermal image will be insufficient, and more
specifically that the size of a single segment of the test field distinguishable by a single pixel on the microbolometer, for
which the thermal imaging camera 2 is able to determine the minimum factory set temperature difference, may prove
to be much greater than 1 mm x 1 mm, in particular greater than 3 mm x 3 mm. Appropriate selection of optics in
connection with the minimum thermal resolution of the thermal imaging camera 2 at a level < 30mK with mean meas-
urement error of the thermal imaging camera 2 at around 1% or 1°C, is possible by applying coupled focal length
calculation for the objective, at a specified size of the microbolometer and the test field size, according to the formula: 

where Od (Object dimensions) is the edge dimension (height or width or diagonal) of the tested quadrilateral object in
mm, distinguishable by a single pixel of the microbolometer, f (focus) is the focal length of the objective lens in mm, D
(distance) or MOD (minimum object distance) is the minimum distance in mm of the optical center of the objective from
the test field, MD (Matrix dimensions: height, width, diagonal) is the dimension of the rectangular microbolometer (height,
width, diagonal) in mm.
[0090] Calculation of the above parameters allows to solve the problem of insufficient spatial resolution of thermal
imaging camera 2, which in known solutions based exclusively on thermal imaging methods was a barrier to correct
identification of epicenter of epidermal hyperthermia associated with the application of allergens/haptens and resulted
in the fact that despite meeting the technical criteria, thermal imaging cameras used alone were not suitable for biomedical
purposes and for imaging of minimal epidermal thermal changes with an accuracy of minimum 0.1°C.
[0091] In order to ensure the accuracy of temperature representation in the field of view during each subsequent
measurement using the thermal imaging camera 2, it is necessary to place in its field of view one or more calibration
standards in form of a heating microelement 16 integrated in the K-type thermocouple feedback loop and covered with
a black pigment, including the content of micronized carbon or nanotubes commercially available under the trade name
VantaBlack™, imitating the thermal and emission standard of artificial skin, with a surface temperature determined as
precisely as possible, facing the objective lens of thermal imaging camera 2, and having emissivity preferably close to
1. The standard of temperature and emissivity, in particular in form of a heating microelement 16, is quadrilateral in
shape, with minimum dimensions of 3x3 mm, optimally 10x10 mm. Before each test, the thermal imaging camera 2
should be individually calibrated independently of the factory calibration, setting the emissivity as close to 1 as possible
or exactly to 1, and using the black heating microelement 16 as the standard to validate this emissivity setting. If two or
four standards are used instead of a single emissivity standard in form of the black heating microelement 16, they should
be affixed at the vertices of the test field rectangle so that they additionally serve as topographic markers to superimpose
a thermal image on a digital image from the CCD stationary camera 1. For the sake of better visibility of these markers
in the infrared thermal imaging camera 2, they should be cooled or warmed by a minimum of 1°C relative to the mean
temperature of the tested skin area 17 before being affixed to the skin.
[0092] Initiating the thermal imaging camera 2 test involves attaching a suitable plastic spacer 15 to the device housing
19 by pressing the button activating the device (e.g. marked as "TERMO SCAN"). The tested skin area 17 is the area
on which the Prick or Patch tests were previously performed. The start of the thermal imaging test is signaled by a sound
and flashing of an appropriate (e.g. green) signaling LED on the device housing. At the same time, a photograph of the
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tested area is also taken by the stationary camera 1. Positioning the device on the skin is performed manually according
to the reference points applied with an appropriate template, with a preview of the image from the stationary camera 1
on the screen of the computer connected to the device. Termination of the thermal imaging test is signaled by a sound
and the flashing of an appropriate (e.g. red) signaling LED on the device housing. In the exemplary embodiment the test
results are saved in bmt graphic file format with the option to export to jpg, png, csv or xls formats, in the internal memory
of the device and on a removable microSD card, then transferred via USB to a computer, where they are further processed
by means of dedicated software, which is not the subject of this application. The results of thermal imaging analysis are
displayed in form of jpg or gif graphic files, and in a numerical format indicating the thermal dimension of the recorded
hyperthermia areas on the skin surface in °C [or °F - depending on the user’s preference], while the thermal image can
be favorably superimposed on the image recorded by the stationary camera 1 in jpg format to highlight a greater number
of details of the allergic reaction at the test site. In the applications of the apparatus according to the invention, the
measurement of temperature distribution on the tested skin surface is carried out using the differential method, wherein
the reference temperature on the material containing the black emissivity standard is measured first.
[0093] As already mentioned above, attaching the special spacer 15 in form of a plastic ring or a prism having neither
upper nor lower base to the device housing 19 ensures repeatable measurement conditions using the apparatus according
to the invention, in particular the appropriate distance between the optical system and the tested surface, resulting from
the focal length of the objective lenses used in the CCD stationary camera 1 and the thermal imaging camera 2. Preferably,
the spacer may be transparent and additionally contain ventilation slots allowing the heated or cooled air to be released
from above the tested skin surface. Preferably, the minimum distance from the tested skin surface to the bottom lens of
the optics of the CCD stationary camera 1 and the thermal imaging camera 2, once the distance element 15is inserted,
is 100 mm, and optimally 150 mm. The size of spacer 15 results from the housing variants used and can be, for example,
in form of a ring 15a having a minimum diameter of 30 mm and a minimum height of 100 mm (optimally 150 mm) from
the center of the optics of the CCD stationary camera 1 and the thermal imaging camera 2, or a prism having neither
upper nor lower base 15b having dimensions implied by the minimum size of the test field, i.e. 50 mm x 150 mm, but it
is also necessary to use an interchangeable, narrowed variant of the spacer 15c in form of a cuboid having neither upper
nor lower base, for which its dimension at the contact point with the skin shall be reduced to: minimum width of 30 mm
and minimum length of 150 mm. An additional function of the spacer 15 is to provide stable thermodynamic parameters
during the thermal imaging test, as it prevents uncontrolled air flow as a cooling/heating medium between the skin and
the thermal imaging camera. Moreover, the spacer 15 in combination with the heating and cooling system 18 and the
temperature sensor: either a contact one - in form of a thermocouple or thermistor, or a contactless one - in form of a
pyrometer or a system with a thermal imaging camera, allows to trigger a forced euthermia on the surface tested skin,
controlled by means of feedback from the temperature sensor. In the exemplary embodiment of the apparatus according
to the invention, the temperature sensor function is performed by the thermal imaging camera 2, which, before registering
the proper thermal imaging sequence, performs a thermal pre-scan, using it as a basis for determining the average
temperature of the tested skin area 17.
[0094] The controller of the heating and cooling system 18 located in the housing 19 initiates the process of cooling
or heating the test area with a stream of air until the average temperature of the test skin area 17 reaches the optimum
level for the test. It should be borne in mind that the absolute value of the optimal temperature is individually variable
and depends on individual features, while the temperature optimization is carried out by an algorithm implemented by
a computer, which is not the subject of this application.
[0095] In order to standardize the registration of biophysical parameters in conjunction with the topography of aller-
gens/haptens application points on the skin, it is advantageous to use a template according to which allergens are going
to be applied to the tested skin in Prick tests, or the adhesive chambers or patches with haptens are going to be arranged
in Patch tests, and according to which the test field boundaries on the skin are going to be marked. A special, appropriately
attested hypoallergenic marker should be used for marking points and boundaries according to the template. The template
shall be made of a rigid material as biologically neutral for human skin as possible, e.g. plastic or cellulose pulp and
shall have dimensions equal to those of the test field corresponding to the test field in Prick and Patch tests. In case of
Prick tests, optimally two types of templates: linear and non-linear, are used. The first template enables marking of
allergen application points in a narrower field having a width defined by vertices of equilateral triangles with sides equal
to min. 30 mm or more and having a minimum length of 150 mm. The second template shall be a rectangle having
dimensions of at least 50 mm x 150 mm, with holes arranged linearly in two rows with a distance between the centers
of the holes of at least 30 mm. For Patch tests, it is optimal to use only the second template type, i.e. a rectangular
template with minimum dimensions of 50 mm x 150 mm.
[0096] Using a template requires placing it on the tested skin area, outlining the contours of the template with a special
marker and marking allergens/haptens application points through the holes in the template. The template is not used to
standardize the performance of skin tests, nor is it an auxiliary instrument to perform the allergy tests as such, but only
to standardize the imaging of biophysical parameters already revealed in allergy tests in the infrared band, so that it is
possible to make topographically accurate reference of allergen/hapten application points and the negative and positive
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control sites, as well as irritant application points, where the thermal camera 2 recorded a local hyperthermia. Hyper-
thermia is defined as the local temperature in the test field which is at least 0,1°C higher than the temperature recorded
in the test field at the application site of so-called negative control site in form of a saline or glycerin solution, without the
addition of allergens, haptens, histamine or any irritants, where thiper> 0,1 + tcontr, where thiper is hyperthermia in °C, tcontr
is the temperature at the negative control site in °C.
[0097] The template is used to integrate, i.e. precisely superimpose, a digital image from the CCD stationary camera
1 onto the digital image from the thermal imaging camera 2 to obtain a virtual image of skin lesions in form of allergic
reaction symptoms associated with a visualized isotherm distribution on the skin around these lesions, as well as around
places where no allergic skin reaction occurred, and sites of the negative control performed using saline or glycerin
solution and the positive control using histamine hydrochloride solution (at a dilution of 1:1, 1;10 or 1:1000), and test
sites using an irritant. Such a complex virtual image is only used as a starting point for further, more accurate testing
using a set of sensors integrated in the apparatus housing 19. These sensors record parameters for specific pathophys-
iological anomalies associated directly with type I allergic skin reactions triggered by test application of allergens in Prick
tests, wherein to confirm the epidermally registered hyperthermia, as induced by a specific allergen, it is necessary to
confirm its source, i.e. dilated vessels of subcutaneous microplexuses including subpapillary plexuses as a result of
activation of the H1 receptor by histamine released from the granulation of mast cells induced by the allergen applied.
Such confirmation is performed by examination of increased flow in these expanded microvessels by transdermal laser
Doppler flowmetry using a Doppler sensor 4.
[0098] In case of Patch tests reproducing the course of type IV allergic skin reaction, the thermal image due to the
inaccuracy of determination of the autonomic marker of this reaction in form of focal hyperthermia, resulting from the
very small distance (only 5 mm) between the samples of the tested haptens and therefore the possibility of overlapping
isotherms from two different allergic foci, an additional, redundant, objective determination of the presence of other
typical allergy indicators in form of epidermal lesions visible as small vesicles and papules, by using 3D scanner 5
imaging of the skin surface, is necessary. The use of multispectral imaging in a single device not only constitutes a
measurement redundancy, but also aims at cascade confirmation of the results of the initial imaging of thermal parameters
of the skin allergic reaction in the infrared band by dimensioning specific biophysical parameters of the other components
of the skin allergic reaction, the measurement of which requires completely different techniques, separate for type I
allergic reactions in Prick tests and for type IV reactions in Patch tests. The mechanism of sequential multispectral
imaging in skin allergy tests according to the invention effectively solves the problem of full objectivity of their reading
by introducing specific biophysical quantities that can be measured and relate to specific response indicators. The
analytical model assumes two-stage confirmation of the presence of hypersensitivity to the tested allergen/hapten, firstly
by means of the analysis of the test field in infrared - this is a technique common for both type I and type IV allergic
reactions. Then, the measurement of particular pathophysiological specific indicators is performed adapted to the type
I allergic reaction, where increased local vascular flow is measured in dilated microvessels of skin plexuses, using laser
Doppler flowmetry, confirming the effect of histamine release on H1 receptors located in the endothelium. Similarly, in
case of type IV allergic reaction, the presence index of epidermal eruptions in form of vesicles and papules, which are
currently the basis for differentiation the allergic reaction, is measured. For this purpose, the apparatus employs the
method of reconstructing the surface of the skin in a coherent light using a 3D scanner 5, which allows determining the
size of these eruptions in mm.
[0099] In the exemplary embodiment of the apparatus according to the invention, another integrated measuring in-
strument arranged in a common housing is the 3D optical scanner system 5, which consists of a mobile recorder 5c in
form of a full-spectral camera with a high resolution CCD photodetector having a minimum resolution of 640x480 pixels,
working in a wide range of light spectrum from 300 nm to 1000 nm, as well as a movable pattern projector 5a having a
light source in form of an LED emitting coherent monochromatic blue light of a wavelength of at least 415 nm and a
vertical projection grid 5b enabling to project vertical patterns on the skin surface at a density of at least 10 lines per 1
cm, and an objective lens having a focal length of at least 7.7 mm, allowing to project patterns at the entire tested field
with a diameter of at least 30 mm. The 3D optical scanner unit in form of the pattern projector 5a and the recorder 5c is
placed in the movable lower part of the housing 19 of the apparatus according to the invention, open on the side facing
the tested skin, on a circular frame moving by means of a stepper motor controlled by a computer processor, to which
the entire apparatus is connected, enabling strictly controlled movement of the camera recorder 5c in the horizontal
plane, allowing for three-dimensional 360° scanning of the tested skin surface.
[0100] The analysis of skin lesions in form of vesicles and papules formed in type IV allergic reactions in Patch tests
in form of 3D scans requires an appropriate reconstruction of the depth of the obtained epidermal image, which actually
means the reconstruction of the depth corresponding to the detected intersections of virtual planes and rays. The result
of the calculation is a set of coordinates of intersection points in the global coordinate system (X; Y; Z), where h, v are
the coordinates of the detected intersection point and where n is the sequence number obtained in the indexing phase,
corresponding to the plane intersecting the point. Then, a computer can generate an equation for this plane (An, Bn, Cn
and Dn coefficients), as well as the directional coefficients of the ray corresponding to this point of the 3D scan image
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(Δxh and Δyv). This data is further used to solve the equation of the plane xh,v and yh,v from the system of equations
of the ray: 0 = An · Δxh · zh,v + Bn · Δyv · zh,v + Cn · zh,v + Dn, where the solution is the depth of the point relative to
the apparent focal length of the objective of the camera recorder 5c (the origin of the coordinate system), whereby the
point is considered determined correctly only if zh,v is positive.
[0101] In the solution according to the invention, it was assumed that the final effect of the 3D scanner 5 operation is
the reconstruction of the tested skin surface, including the adjustment of the surface to the reconstructed point cloud.
As the point cloud projection onto the image sensor of the camera recorder 5c is given and it is known that normal point
vectors have a z component facing the direction of the objective lens, a solution is possible in two dimensions, by creating
a planar graph connecting the points of the projection, which is optimal in comparison to the reconstruction of the topology
of the object examined from the point cloud without such a projection. Based on the vertices and edges data, it is possible
to create a triangular area for each three points that are connected to each other. The result of this step is an expected
three-dimensional skin surface model with possible eruptions in form of vesicles or papules, however this model does
not take into account areas that are not visible from the point of view of the objective lens. In the exemplary embodiment,
the scans are saved in the Wavefront OBJ format
[0102] The coupled optics system of the 3D scanner 5, consisting of the pattern projector 5a and the recorder 5c, must
be capable of reproducing objects on the skin surface by ensuring proper movement of the scanning system. In the
exemplary embodiment of the apparatus according to the invention, the coupled optical system of the 3D scanner 5 was
placed on a frame in the lower part of the cylindrical housing of the apparatus, so that it can rotate around the vertical
axis by 360°, thus ensuring that the 3D scan covers the entire area of the tested skin surface having a minimum diameter
of 30 mm. The angular alignment of the optical axis of the projector objective lens 5a and the recorder objective lens 5c
must take into account the direction of the light stream reflected from the surface of the tested skin area 17, onto which
vertical patters are projected by means of the pattern projector 5a. The measuring ranges of the 3D scanner 5 in the
example are in the range for the Z axis: 30 mm minimum, for the X axis: 30 mm, linearity (Z axis): +/- 0.2% of range,
resolution (Z axis): +/- 0.04% of range, linearity on X and Y axes: +-0.4% of range, resolution on X and Y axes: up to
1024 points/profile.
[0103] The lens of the digital recorder 5c of the 3D scanner 5 introduces geometric image distortions, so it is necessary
to correct the distortions of this device’s objective lens, where d is a differentiated distortion function, which assigns a
point on an image sensor with coordinates (h1, V1) to each point (h, v) of the image (perspective projection with the
center in the apparent focal length of the objective lens). Then there is also the reverse function d-1, which in turn assigns
the corresponding points of the image to the matrix points. The correction of distortions is therefore reduced to transforming
the coordinates of the matrix point using the function d-1. Distortion correction can be performed either in the scanner
or using an external program. The former solution has the advantage of avoiding additional numerical errors when
interpolating new pixel positions. A fourth-degree polynomial of the r variable, which is the distance from the center of
the image, is most commonly used as the function d. Parameters for this polynomial can be obtained automatically by
means of heuristic databases from scanned standards, which was used in the design solution of the apparatus according
to the invention.
[0104] Activating the 3D scanning sequence involves connecting the spacer 15 to the apparatus housing 19, pressing
the start button (e.g. "Patch test 3D scan") and is applicable to a single skin area 17 to which a hapten was previously
applied in a Patch test. The start of the 3D scan is signaled by a sound and flashing of an appropriate (e.g. green)
signaling LED on the apparatus housing 19. The termination of the3D scan is signalized by a sound and flashing of an
appropriate (e.g. red) signaling LED on the apparatus housing 19. In the exemplary embodiment, the 3D scan results
are saved in the Wavefront OBJ format in the apparatus’s internal memory and on a microSD card, and then transferred
via USB to a PC, where they are further processed by a dedicated software, which is not the subject of this application.
Results of the analysis of 3D scans are displayed in form of reconstructed jpg or gif graphic files, and in a numerical
format indicating the number of registered skin lesions, their type, and extrapolated dimensions in mm.
[0105] In the exemplary embodiment of the apparatus according to the invention, the last integrated measuring instru-
ment placed in the common housing is a Doppler sensor system 4 with a laser working in the band of 560 nm minimum,
and optimally 780 nm (i.e. in the near infrared range) having a minimum power of 1 mW, with optical fiber channel
spacing of at least 0.25 mm, designed for transdermal laser Doppler flowmetry in the skin microvessels of the subpapillary
layer and deeper vascular branches supplying blood to subpapillary plexuses in the tested skin area 17, where Prick
tests were previously carried out. Integrating the Doppler sensor 4 in the apparatus according to the invention is dictated
by a necessity of ensuring the required measurement redundancy confirming the allergic vascular hyperthermic reaction
recorded by the thermal imaging camera 2 and triggered by stimulation of H1 receptors of the endothelium by histamine
released from the granulation of mast cells when a positive result of a Prick test is obtained.
[0106] Transdermal laser Doppler flowmetry allows only to measure the average flow velocity in skin microvessels
and the strength of the signal called blood cell flux, proportional to the product of the number of cells within the tested
tissue fragment and the cell movement velocity, the result being expressed in so-called perfusion units (PU), however,
the test does not provide a fully objective result as it does not measure the actual flow within the unit: 1 g of blood/100
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g of tissue/1 minute. Transdermal laser Doppler flowmetry is of a comparative nature and presents the change in flow
in a given vascular bed under the influence of various stimuli. In the apparatus according to the invention, this stimulus
is the vasodilatation effect of released histamine on H1 endothelial receptors. Therefore, the use of the Doppler sensor
4 plays a confirmatory role, and the test result is correlated with the results of the thermal imaging test, confirming the
connection of the recorded focal epidermal hyperthermia with a co-located increase in flow in microvessels in type I
allergic skin reaction triggered by Prick tests.
[0107] The Doppler sensor 4 consists of a vertically retractable (by means of a stepper motor) cylindrical head containing
optical fiber emitter and receiver-recorder of the beam reflected in the tested tissue, placed inside the apparatus housing
at a distance of at least 10 mm from the geometrical center of the housing, as it results from prior experimental works
that in case of the examining flow in skin microvessels using this method, in type I allergic skin reaction connected with
posthistamine vasodilatation (Hovel et al. Laser Doppler flowmetry for determining changes in cutaneous blood flow
following intradermal injection of histamine, Clin. Allergy, 17;1987), the results of measurement at the very point of
application of the histamine test, or of the allergen in Prick tests, are inconclusive; optimal flow rates are measured at
a distance >10mm from the point of application, up to approx. 30 mm.
[0108] In the exemplary embodiment of the apparatus of the invention, switching a laser operating in the 780 nm band
to a laser emitting light with wavelengths of 560 nm, 570 nm and 580 nm was applied in order to additionally determine
the epidermal erythema index Ei at the allergy test area. Determination of the epidermal erythema index Ei is performed
by evaluating the degree of monochromatic light beam emitted by the laser absorption by hemoglobin, without absorption
by the skin pigment - melanin. The index is computed according to the following formula: 

where RG is the mean reflectance for three monochromatic light beams of 560 nm, 570 nm, 580 nm and RR is the
reflectance computed according to the formula: 

where

R650rm is the reflectance for a 650 nm light beam
R660rm denotes reflectance for a 660 nm light beam
R640rm denotes reflectance for a 640 nm light beam
R670rm denotes reflectance for a 670 nm light beam

[0109] Starting a test using the Doppler sensor 4 involves connecting the plastic spacer 15 to the apparatus housing
19, pressing an activation button (e.g. labeled "LDF Prick Test") and concerns the single test skin area 17 on which an
allergen was previously applied during the skin Prick test. The start of the laser Doppler blood flowmetry is signaled by
a sound signal and flashing of an appropriate (e.g. green) signaling LED on the apparatus housing 19. At this point, the
probe head positioning is performed manually with a PC monitor preview from the stationary camera 1, and the probe
head automatically pulls itself out and stops upon contact with the tested skin surface. Termination of the test using the
Doppler sensor 4 is signaled by a sound signal and flashing of an appropriate (e.g. red) signaling diode on the apparatus
housing. In the exemplary embodiment, the test results are saved as text files in the device’s internal memory and on
a microSD card, and then transferred via USB to a PC, where they are further processed by a dedicated software, which
is not the subject of this application. The test results are displayed as text files and graphs showing the numerical values
of the flow in skin vessels in Perfusion Units (PU), where PU is the quotient of the flowing blood cells concentration and
the average blood cells flow rate; in the biophysical dimension 1PU corresponds to 10 mV.

Claims

1. An apparatus for multimodal imaging and analysis of biophysical parameters of allergic skin reactions in skin allergy
Prick and Patch tests, having a hybrid structure, combining, in a housing open from the bottom, a recording system
containing an infrared thermal imaging camera operating in the electromagnetic wavelength range from 0.76 mm to
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100 mm, characterized in that the apparatus further contains a stationary camera (1) with a CCD or CMOS pho-
tosensitive matrix, operating in visible light spectrum within the electromagnetic wavelength range from 380 nm to
780 nm, and in addition the apparatus has a rotating tube comprising a three-dimensional optical scanner (3D) (5),
a Doppler sensor (4) for transdermal laser Doppler flowmetry, a heating and cooling system (18), a calibration system
in form of a stabilized black thermocouple and a spacer (15), whereby the infrared thermal imaging camera (2) is
installed in the central axis of the tube, and whereby the spacer (15) in form of a ring or prism with no upper and
lower base is releasably connected to the lower edge of the housing (19), defining an enclosed space between the
housing (19) and the tested skin area (17), which in turn is defined by a hole in the lower part of the spacer (15),
while the stationary camera (1), the thermal imaging camera (2) and the vertically retractable Doppler sensor (4)
are mounted in the housing (19) in the central position, which in assembled state is located directly above the tested
skin area (17), and in the lower part of the housing (19) containing the thermal imaging camera (2), the stationary
camera (1) and the Doppler sensor (4), the rotating tube is provided, driven by a stepper motor, open from both the
top and the bottom, with the built-in 3D optical scanner system (5), containing a pattern projector (5a) with LED light
source, a vertical pattern projection grid (5b) and a recorder (5c) equipped with a full-spectral digital camera operating
in the wavelength range from 300 nm to 1000 nm, whereby both the pattern projector (5a) and the recorder (5c) are
mounted in one plane, inclined with respect to the lower opening of the rotating tube, and the tube itself is arranged
on a circular frame allowing circular motions in a plane perpendicular to the optical axis of the thermal imaging
camera (2).

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, characterized in that the thermal imaging camera operates in the electromag-
netic wavelength range from 7.5 mm to 14 mm.

3. The apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the thermal imaging camera system (2) contains at
least one or multiple interconnected sensors, giving in total an even number of thermal detectors, preferably uncooled
microbolometers matrices, with a native resolution of the thermocouple matrix of at least 640x480.

4. The apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the thermal imaging camera system (2) is integrated
with an optical system consisting of a single or a multi-lens objective with viewing angles of at least 60°x45° offering
the pixel size on the skin’s surface, that is projected onto the camera matrix at least 0.15x0.15 mm (IFOV), and the
size of the analytical field consisting of 3x3 pixels not larger than 0.5 mm (MFOV).

5. The apparatus according to one of the claims 1-4, characterized in that the thermal imaging camera system (2) is
adapted to measure the temperature of tested skin on an area at least 60x150 mm at a distance not exceeding 100
mm.

6. The apparatus according to one of the claims 1-5, characterized in that the thermal imaging camera system (2) is
provided with an artificial skin master sample with set emissivity ε of the artificial skin and is set at a level notlower
than 0.98, and allowing for setting of the temperature reference pointto any value for the temperature range recorded
by the thermal imaging camera, but within a range not smaller than 0°C to 100°C.

7. The apparatus according to one of the claims 1-6, characterized in in that the Doppler sensor (4) has a laser
operating in the wavelength range of at least 560 nm, preferably 780 nm and having sampling frequency from 10Hz
to 19 kHz, at two bands and with separation of optical fiber channels of at least 46 mm.

8. The apparatus according to one of the claims 1-7, characterized in that the stationary camera (1) contains at least
one photodetecting matrix with a native resolution of at least 640x480 pixels, selected from CMOS or CCD matrices.

9. The apparatus according to one of the claims 1-8, characterized in that the LED light source of the pattern projector
(5a) of the 3D scanner (5) emits consistent monochromatic radiation in the wavelength range of 380 nm to 780 nm,
preferably 415 nm.

10. The apparatus according to one of the claims 1-9, characterized in that the spacer (15) is made of plastic, preferably
transparent.

11. The apparatus according to one of the claims 1-10, characterized in that the heating and cooling system (18) is
provided with a blowing nozzle for directing air stream to the tested skin area (17).

12. The apparatus according to one of the claims 1-11, characterized in that the spacer (15) is also a chamber for
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stabilizing the thermal conditions of measurements performed by means of the thermal imaging camera (2), by
closing ambient air inflow to the tested skin surface and directing air from the heating and cooling system (18) directly
to the tested skin surface.

Patentansprüche

1. Eine Vorrichtung zur multimodalen Bildgebung und Analyse von biophysikalischen Parametern allergischer Haut-
reaktionen in Prick- und Patch-Tests auf Hautallergien, mit einer Hybridstruktur, die in einem von unten offenen
Gehäuse ein Aufzeichnungssystem mit einer Infrarot-Wärmebildkamera vereint, die im elektromagnetischen Wel-
lenlängenbereich von 0,76 mm bis 100 mm arbeitet, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass die Vorrichtung darüber hinaus
eine stationäre Kamera (1) hat, mit einer lichtempfindlichen CCD- oder CMOS-Matrix, die im sichtbaren Lichtspek-
trum arbeitet, innerhalb des elektromagnetischen Wellenlängenbereichs von 380 nm bis 780 nm, und zusätzlich
hat die Vorrichtung einen rotierenden Schlauch, der einen dreidimensionalen optischen Scanner (3D) (5), einen
Doppler-Sensor (4) für transdermale Laser-Doppler-Durchflussmessung, ein Heiz- und Kühlsystem (18), ein Kali-
brierungssystem in Form eines schwarzen Thermoelements und einen Abstandshalter (15) umfasst, wobei die
Infrarot-Wärmebildkamera (2) in der zentralen Achse des Schlauchs installiert ist, und wobei der Abstandshalter
(15) in Form eines Rings oder Prismas ohne obere und untere Basis lösbar mit der unteren Kante des Gehäuses
(19) verbunden ist, und so einen geschlossenen Raum zwischen dem Gehäuse (19) und dem untersuchten Haut-
bereich (17) bildet, der wiederum durch eine Öffnung im unteren Teil des Abstandshalters (15) definiert wird, während
die stationäre Kamera (1), die Wärmebildkamera (2) und der vertikal einziehbare Doppler-Sensor (4) im Gehäuse
(19) in der zentralen Lage montiert sind, die sich im zusammengebauten Zustand direkt über dem untersuchten
Hautbereich (17) befindet, und im unteren Teil des Gehäuses (19), das die Wärmebildkamera (2), die stationäre
Kamera (1) und den Doppler-Sensor (4) enthält, ist der rotierende Schlauch vorhanden, angetrieben durch einen
Schrittmotor, offen sowohl von oben als auch von unten, mit dem eingebauten 3D optischen Scannersystem (5),
einschließlich eines Musterprojektors (5a) mit einer LED-Lichtquelle, einem vertikalen Musterprojektionsgitter (5b)
und einem Aufzeichnungsgerät (5c) das mit einer digitalen Vollspektrumkamera ausgestattet ist, die im Wellenlän-
genbereich von 300 nm bis 1000 nm arbeitet, wobei sowohl der Musterprojektor (5a) als auch das Aufzeichnungsgerät
(5c) in einer Ebene montiert sind, geneigt im Verhältnis zur unteren Öffnung des rotierenden Schlauchs, und der
Schlauch selbst ist auf einem kreisförmigen Rahmen angebordnet, der kreisförmige Bewegungen in einer zur op-
tischen Achse der Wärmebildkamera (2) normalen Ebene ermöglicht.

2. Die Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass die Wärmebildkamera im elektromagnetischen
Wellenlängenbereich von 7,5 mm bis 14 mm arbeitet.

3. Die Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass das Wärmebildkamerasystem (2) min-
destens einen oder mehrere miteinander verbundene Sensoren enthält, die insgesamt eine gerade Zahl an Wär-
medetektoren ergeben, vorzugsweise ungekühlte Mikrobolometer-Matrizen, mit einer nativen Auflösung der Ther-
moelement-Matrix von mindestens 640x480.

4. Die Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass das Wärmebildkamerasystem (2) mit
einem optischen System integriert ist, das aus einem Objektiv mit einer einzelnen oder mehreren Linsen besteht,
mit Blickwinkeln von mindestens 60°x45° die eine Pixelgröße auf der Hautoberfläche bieten, die auf die Kameramatrix
projiziert wird, von mindestens 0,15x0,15 mm (IFOV), und eine Größe des analytischen Felds, das aus 3x3 Pixeln
besteht, von nicht mehr als 0,5 mm (MFOV).

5. Die Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1-4, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass das Wärmebildkamerasystem
(2) für die Messung der Temperatur der untersuchten Haut auf einer Fläche von mindestens 60x150 mm bei einer
Entfernung von nicht mehr als 100 mm ausgelegt ist.

6. Die Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1-5, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass das Wärmebildkamerasystem
(2) ein künstliches Hautreferenzmuster besitzt, mit einer eingestellten Emissivität ε der künstlichen Haut hat, und
auf einem Niveau von nicht weniger als 0,98 eingestellt ist, was dieEinstellung des Temperaturreferenzpunktes auf
jeden Wert für die von der Wärmebildkamera aufgezeichnete Temperatur ermöglicht, aber innerhalb eines Bereichs
von nicht weniger als 0 °C bis 100 °C,

7. Die Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1-6, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass der Doppler-Sensor (4) einen
Laser besitzt, der im Wellenlängenbereich von mindestens 560 nm arbeitet, vorzugsweise 780 nm, und eine Ab-
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tastfrequenz zwischen 10 Hz und 19 kHz hat, bei zwei Bändern und mit einer Trennung der optischen Faserkanäle
von mindestens 46 mm.

8. Die Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1-7, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass die stationäre Kamera (1) min-
destens eine Lichtsensormatrix mit einer nativen Auflösung von mindestens 640x480 Pixel hat, ausgewählt aus
CMOS- oder CCD-Matrizen.

9. Die Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1-8, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass die LED-Lichtquelle des Muster-
projektors (5a) des 3D-Scanners (5) konsistente monochromatische Strahlung emittiert, im Wellenlängenbereichs
von 380 nm bis 780 nm, vorzugsweise 415 nm.

10. Die Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1-9, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass der Abstandshalter (15) aus
Plastik, vorzugsweise transparent, ausgeführt ist.

11. Die Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1-10, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass das Heiz- und Kühlsystem (18)
eine Gebläsedüse zum Ausrichten des Luftstroms auf den untersuchten Hautbereich (17) hat.

12. Die Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1-11, gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass der Abstandshalter (15) auch
eine Kammer für die Stabilisierung der Wärmebedingungen der mit der Wärmebildkamera (2) durchgeführten Mes-
sungen ist, durch Schließung des Einlasses von Umgebungsluft zur untersuchten Hautoberfläche und Ausrichtung
von Luft aus dem Heiz- und Kühlsystem (18) direkt auf die untersuchte Hautoberfläche.

Revendications

1. Appareil d’imagerie multimodale et d’analyse des paramètres biophysiques des réactions cutanées allergiques dans
les tests d’allergie épicutanés (de patch) ou de piqûre cutanée, présentant une structure hybride, combinant, dans
un boîtier ouvert par le fond, un système d’enregistrement comprenant une caméra thermique infrarouge fonctionnant
dans une plage de longueurs d’onde électromagnétique comprise entre 0,76 mm et 100 mm, caractérisé en ce que
l’appareil comprend en outre une caméra (1) fixe comportant une matrice photosensible CCD ou CMOS, fonctionnant
dans le spectre de la lumière visible dans la plage de longueurs d’onde électromagnétique comprise entre 380 nm
et 780 nm, et en outre, l’appareil comporte un tube rotatif comprenant un balayeur (5) optique tridimensionnel (3D),
un capteur Doppler (4) pour la débitmétrie laser Doppler transdermique, un système de chauffage et de refroidis-
sement(18), un système d’étalonnage sous la forme d’un thermocouple noir stabilisé et une entretoise (15), la
caméra d’imagerie thermique (2) infrarouge étant installée dans l’ axe central du tube, et l’entretoise (15), sous la
forme d’un anneau ou d’un prisme sans base supérieure et inférieure, étant reliée de manière amovible au bord
inférieur du boîtier (19), définissant un espace fermé entre le boîtier (19) et la zone cutanée (17) testée, laquelle à
son tour est définie par un trou dans la partie inférieure de l’ entretoise (15), pendant que la caméra (1) fixe, la
caméra d’imagerie thermique (2) et le capteur Doppler (4) rétractable verticalement sont montés dans le boîtier (19)
en position centrale, laquelle, à l’état assemblé, est située directement au-dessus de la zone cutanée (17) testée,
et dans la partie inférieure du boîtier (19), comprenant la caméra d’imagerie thermique (2), la caméra (1) fixe et le
capteur Doppler (4), est fourni le tube rotatif, entraîné par un moteur pas à pas, ouvert par le sommet et par le fond,
comportant le système de balayeur (5) optique 3D intégré, comprenant un projecteur de motifs (5a) comportant une
source lumineuse LED, une grille verticale (5b) de projection des motifs et un enregistreur (5c) équipé d’une caméra
numérique à spectre complet fonctionnant dans la plage de longueur d’onde comprise entre 300 nm et 1 000 nm,
le projecteur de motifs (5a) et l’enregistreur (5c) étant montés dans un plan, incliné par rapport à l’ouverture inférieure
du tube rotatif, et le tube lui-même étant agencé sur un cadre circulaire permettant des mouvements circulaires
dans un plan perpendiculaire à l’axe optique de la caméra d’imagerie thermique (2).

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la caméra d’imagerie thermique fonctionne dans la plage
de longueurs d’onde électromagnétique comprise entre 7,5 mm et 14 mm.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que le système de caméra d’imagerie thermique (2)
comprend au moins un ou plusieurs capteurs interconnectés, donnant au total un nombre pair de détecteurs ther-
miques, de préférence des matrices microbolomètres non refroidies, présentant une résolution native de la matrice
thermocouple d’au moins 640 x 480.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que le système de caméra d’imagerie thermique (2) est
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intégré à un système optique constitué d’un objectif à au moins une lentille présentant des angles de vision d’au
moins 60 ° x 45 ° offrant la taille de pixel à la surface cutanée, lequel est projeté sur la matrice de la caméra, d’au
moins 0,15 x 0,15 mm (IFOV) et la taille du champ analytique, composé de 3 x 3 pixels, non supérieure à 0,5 mm
(MFOV).

5. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, caractérisé en ce que le système de caméra d’imagerie
thermique (2) est conçu pour mesurer la température de la peau testée sur une surface d’au moins 60 x 150 mm
à une distance non supérieure à 100 mm.

6. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, caractérisé en ce que le système de caméra d’imagerie
thermique (2) est pourvu d’un échantillon cutané artificiel maître présentant une émissivité ε définie de la peau
artificielle, définie à un niveau non inférieur à 0,98, et permettant le réglage du point de référence de température
à n’importe quelle valeur pour la plage de température enregistrée par la caméra d’imagerie thermique, mais dans
une plage non inférieure à une plage comprise entre 0 °C et 100 °C.

7. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, caractérisé en ce que le capteur Doppler (4) comporte
un laser fonctionnant dans la plage de longueurs d’onde d’au moins 560 nm, de préférence 780 nm et présentant
une fréquence d’échantillonnage dans la plage comprise entre 10 Hz et 19 kHz, à deux bandes et à une séparation
des canaux de fibre optique d’au moins 46 mm.

8. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, caractérisé en ce que la caméra (1) fixe comprend au
moins une matrice photodétectrice présentant une résolution native d’au moins 640 x 480 pixels, choisie entre les
matrices CMOS ou CCD.

9. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, caractérisé en ce que la source lumineuse LED du
projecteur de motifs (5a) du balayeur (5) 3D émet un rayonnement monochromatique constant dans la plage de
longueurs d’onde comprise entre 380 nm et 780 nm, de préférence de 415 nm.

10. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, caractérisé en ce que l’entretoise (15) est en matière
plastique, de préférence transparente.

11. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10, caractérisé en ce que le système de chauffage et de
refroidissement (18) est pourvu d’une buse soufflante pour diriger l’écoulement d’air vers la zone cutanée (17) testée.

12. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 11, caractérisé en ce que l’entretoise (15) est également
une chambre permettant de stabiliser les conditions thermiques des mesures effectuées au moyen de la caméra
d’imagerie thermique (2), par fermeture de l’ entrée d’air ambiant vers la surface cutanée testée et par direction de
l’air du système de chauffage et de refroidissement (18) directement sur la surface cutanée testée.
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